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TAMMY:

AtL:

LISA:

LONE EAGLE:

LISA:
ALL:

LONE EAGLE:

ALL:

LONE EAGLE:

PAUL:

LONE

How was that?
That was great.
oK.
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I have a littIe problem here. The first voice that you
heard was that of Little Roy. Little Roy is one of my
students and we gave him permission to try out the voicebox. But he forgot the words. Little Roy was a Chineseboy; he prefers the Chinese rather than the American in
which he lived in in the past. We are working with the
instrument, so hold on just a moment. It would be niceif you would sing another song so we could draw some more
energy so we can get going here.
Singing "How Great Thou Art"...Iast four lines joined by
Lone Eag1e.

We need a 1itt1e bit more.

Continuing singing with second verse of "How Great Thou
Art", Joined after a couple of lines by Lone Eagle.
Itrs not always easy to speak through a voice that canrt
carry a tune. Good evening, friends.
Good evening.
I guess you know that this is the Chief speaking, but the
one that has been waiting to speak to you will be steppinq
in in just a moment.

Chief?
EAGLE: Yes.

PAUL:

LONE EAGLE:

PAUL:

LONE EAGLE:

KATY:

NATI{ANAEL:

ALL:

Were you using the trumpet just a moment ago?

The trumpet was in the air, but..
OK.

the energy is not quite right. We are..your teacher has
been too stubborn to bother with trumpets in the past.
So, as he was readino in the book earlier--we were listen-
ing to what he was reading--and we noticed that he was hav-
ing to eat his own words...Just give us a second.

They were beautiful words we heard.
We1l, a jolIy good evening to you.

Good evening.
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It is a pleasure that I might be able to speak to you thisevening. Wellr we have a whole lot of gatherings going onhere in the tent tonight. We were standing by earlier list-
ening to the words of wisdom from one of the great masters
who has spoken in his time through the channel. For onereason or another, he doesn't feel worthy ofthat happening
to him, but we feel j-t's about time he wakes up to realize
that he has been a channel in many li-fetimes, not only in
the present but in those lifetimes that have qone way beyondanything or any way that you could count ti-me. But I speak
to you tonight because there is a g:reat wave of spiritual
understanding coming to the surface of the minds of thepeople that bow walk on your earth plane You are many steps
ahead of those, but before you see the last day of this year
that you are in nowr you will see so many people that would
not think along these lines coming and mingting with you--
asking quest.ions and receiving answers. Your world at the
moment is in great turmoil. It is only through this awaken-
ing of truth that will bring about a collective thought forceof 1ove, of God, self, and of nature as you know it to be.It is unfortunate as we look back over the vibrations of timeslong ago when man put drapings over the light of understand-
ing. For wasnrt it the great master who said "What good is
it going to be to light a lamp and then put it under a bushel
basket? "
It was the theologians of the past that did exactly that.For the very lamp that was lit by that master teacher was
draped over with the dogmas and creeds, fears, superstiti-
ti-ons, and eventually the light was almost extinguished.
And yet it is the kind of liqht that can never be completely
extinguished. For far down, and in, and under that pile ofgarbage that they piled on top of it,the small light keptburning. That light today is starting to glow stronger thanit has evern glowed before. It is people like you that keep
stripping away layer after layer of the drapings of the past.
And soon the brilliance of this light shall touch the whole
world. Your world is ready for this. The world can go either
one way or the other at this time. You have no choice.
Your world will be annihilated and become a dead planet orit can go the opposite way and be a heaven on earth, a paradise.
It is entirely up to those that live on the earth plane.
It is not up to uSr although we have interceded and we are
working with others. But mankind must turn their thoughts
toward the light of truth and knowledge that is already
within themselves. You, as we have said in the past,
have been chosen to-hqlp.,others. There is no one in the
room at the time thbE*Rfi6ws the impact of the mission ofyour life at the given moment. For youtmust proceed to
bring about an inner development so that you might be a
better channel, to bring about the knowledge of healing,
the proof of the continuity of life, and to take away
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NATHANAEL: (Cont'd) the fear of death and dying from the minds of
people. fn time you will unite with others and bring
about*g better understanding with those that you are re-
lated"Ehrough the blood liner ers well as strangers that
cross your path. I am going to back away and let the Chief
speak,

CHIEF:

for those of you that are interested in expressing questions
that we might be of service to you.

Good evening, once again.
ALL: Good evening.
CHIEF: It is a pleasure that I might be able to touch with you

toni-ght as I have done in the past. I usually stand in
the back as the door keeper, but tonight I have been asked
to stand in the front and to work with the medium. And
I would like to greet each one of you personally. And
I send my greetings out at this time to the nice lady by
the name of Florence.

FLORENCE: Wel-come.

CHIEF: And to Robert.
ROBERT: Good evening.
CHIEF: And to Lee.

LEE: Welcome, Chief.
CHIEF: And to Katy.
KATY: Welcome.

CHIEF: And to Susan.

SUSAN: Good evening.
CHIEF: And to Josef.
JOSEF: Welcome, Chief.
CHIEF: To Lisa.
LISA: Greetings.
CHIEF: And to Paul.
PAUL: Good evening, Chief.
CHIEF: And to Pauline.
POLLY: Welcome, Ch,ief . r.You forgot my name.



CHIEF:

FLORENCE:

CHTEF:
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It is a pleasure that I might be able to speak throughthe channel to you. However, before we go into thequestions, little do you know how much energy it takesof the lifeforce of the medium to make it possible. Ifyou had a meter or a guage as you call_ it, to registerenergyr ELS we use the channel and speak through the chan-ne1 using our energy, there would be approximately 60Aof his own energy and 402 of our energy to make this pos-sible. we draw energy from all of you to compensate iromthe loss of the energy through the body of the medium.
And also reverse the polarity, giving it a perfect bafancepositive and negative to create a better flow of energy.frregardless of what we do and how our engineers work,a great deal of energy is used up from the body of themedium. We must ask you at this time to stress the im-portance of not overdoi-nq, for we feel better at this timeof once a month at the changing of the moon, than to doit weekly. We are afraid of the cellular body becoming
weakened by overexposure to the psychic energy which isnecessary to make this function come about in your pres-ence- rf the ce11ular body is weakened beyond that whichwe can control, then he would join us on our own p1ane.
We are most grateful for the position that he puts hisconfidence in so that he might be guided along the path
of a structured schedule. The Sunday services that youhold take more energy from him because of the variouspeople who come seeking help and giving very 1ittle of
themselves.
we ask that all of you cooperate and realize the dangersthat mediums encounter during their sojourn in the phys-ical body.
Now, l-et's have your questions, please.
and move around from that direction. Someone start

Yes, Spirit. How can we help this country? How can weteach people compassion and love? How can this group
here help?
When you know of a person as you watch them on your TVscreens, or you see the picture in your newspaper...if
all of you would gather here together, just as you wouldput the name of those that need healing in your healing
book, and send out a positive energy toward that person.
If you would gather together with a picture of the person,
be it a leader or another country, and direct out theposltive healing enerqy, the love that is within yourself,direct that regardless of what that person has done...regard-less of how negative he lives r or she lives, send this outwith all of the strength of thought power that you have andit can be a great help in the change that will take place.
Remember, you are more of a transmitter than any kind of anelectrical transmitter that is created on the earth p1ane.
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FLORENCE:

ROBERT:

CHIEF:

ROBERT:
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CHIEF:
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LEE:
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(Cont'd) If you but put energy behind your thought you cantransmit it out and circle the globe i-nstantaneously. Dothis as a group.
Thank you, Spirit.
Spirit, it occurred to me when you spoke to us about thephysical taxing on the channel, I was reminded that I havehad the privilege to give him a massage on a couple of oc-casions. Would you recommend that this is something,rrthatthis would be something that I could do on a regular basis.would it be helpful to him? rs there a procedure to include
more people in some kind of physical body work that wouldbenefit him?

It would benefit him a lot better during the healing ser-vices, dt the end of the service, that all of the healersjoin together Efrd suppty his system with the additionalenergy that has been generated. The massages that you arereferring to are good to a point, but not as good as thesupercharges of energy that are available during the healingservices. Do you understand ?

Yes, I do. Thank you.
Spirit, I would appreciate any message that you have for
me at this time.
My childr you have been a healer, not only of the physical,
but of the mental as we11. You have been planted in thispart of your world for a reason. You ask very litt1e ofanyone, and yet you receive a great dea1. you are theflower that has been brought from far away and planted
into our garden. Have confidence as you have now in your-self and in those that you love around. you. Do you under-
stand?
Yes, I do. Thank you.

Spirit, a few days ago I had a thought that came to mymind when the channel was speaking at several services,and I was wondering: Do you feel that in the future thechurch will eventualllz have a prayer line that can beused 24 hours a day for people in trouble? It is notjust a possibility, it is a fact. It is on our--as you
call j-t--drawing board. We understand only too well thethought and the lack of confidence that the medium has inhimself of accomplishing the great feats that we have beendirecting him to do. We do not look at time, becausethere j-s no ti-me on our plane. What you have suggestedis part of the p1an, and in time this will come about be-
cause of the changes that have taken place in this year
that you are in now, you will see that your church and thepeople that come to it seeking knowledge will grow, as you
term it, by leaps and bounds--in time--and this is not veryfar off in time that you will have to have a larger edifice
to house the people seeking truths of the spirit. One of
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LEE:

KATY:
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KATY:

CHIEF:
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(Cont'd) the tools will be because of the recorded truth
dealing with Ramtha. For he has been guiding us to guide
the channel to guide you to guide others. He is as much
in the program as anyone else on this side. We are not
alone. Our group outnumbers yours by many thousands.
However, there will always be a group of higher evolved
teachers or masters as you would sdy, who are totally
in control of the master plans to be carried out on your
p1ane. What you sdy, my child, is only a part of what
is to be. You will play a great part in the plans of
the future.
Thank you, Spirit.
This evening the channel was reading from this book, with
the thought comj-ng through that when we know something
to be, it will be. I se"m to have slipp&Tway from that
thought in my life 1ate1y. There has been a lot of nega-
tive thought in my own mind and I haven't been able to
seemingly gotten rid of when I wanLed to. Some of it...
it has been bothering me because the channel at one point
a few weeks ago in messagework, that there are so many
millions of souls that didn't believe where they were and
were in such darkness. And a1so, I believe that some of
this negativity in my l-ife, very recently, was beyond my
control. ft that true? What can I do?

My child, you have become very sensitive to negative energy
fields, and you have walked through two energy fields within
the last three of your earth weeks. The negative energy
fields are created by others. One would have been created
by a person that you were dealing with on the outside; the
other was created by a co-worker, that is very negative in
their thought processes. You must remember that as you at-
tend the classes you are slowly becoming receptive to both
positive and negative thought forms and energy fields. Push
this aside and rj-se above it, for you can do it.
May I ask if this person is the one that sits in the corner
near me?

This is correct,
Oh, thank you.

In answer to your other question that was mentioned through
the medium, dealing with those thousands, and 1itera1ly
millions of people that are still in darkness, they are in
darkness of truth; they are stil1 living in ignorance. They
had programmed themselves while they were still in physical
form so that when they died they would simply sleep at the
feet of some savior, and eventually the savior would wake
up and then wake them up and then take them off to some
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(Cont'd) promised 1and. ft is because of their own
thought forces that is causing them to sti1l remain in
a deep s1eep, for any time that we attempt to wake one
of them up, they think that we are an evil being in dis-
guise and therefore, we only await the time that they wake
and ask for help and then we come to them. We have been
cal-led many names on this side, and you can well imagine
that the names are in the posi-tive vibration. Reqardless
of how we might look in our embodiment, they still believe
that we are evil beings because of their teachings car-
ried over from the time they were wrapped in orthodox
religion.
Is it a result of only this last physical life r or previous
lives also?
It would depend on what and when they lived on the earth
plane. You must remember that J-f you looi back on your
calendar, the programming has only been going on for 1600
of your years.
You mean the negative orthodox religious..
Orthodox religion.
It4m hmm. Thank you very much .

Welcome, Spi-rit. Do you have any guidance for me regarding
the energy changes that I have experj-enced since we last
met in this group?

You are moving slowly into another vibratory frequency, of
which you are entitled to. You must remember that as you
open up your own thought forces as you meditate that you
enable yourself to go steps higher as if you were on apyramid. You have reversed the condition that was hamper-
ing the mantle of your spiritual being and as you have pro-
ceeded to, carry this out, you will notice changes in the
frequency vibrations around you. Do you understand?
Yes, I do.

Go forward with this in mind.
deal. Do not walk backwards
were there, but go forward in
you will progress.
Thank you.

Spirit, first I would like to
and guidance I have received
ity that has been around me.
now. My questions is, I have
of holding a check--I beli-eve

You wj-ll progress a great
into the conditions that
the light and understand that

thank you for the healing
in dealing with the negativ-
I have more peace of mind
received a message, a vision,
it was a check--the fiqures
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(Cont'd) Ihadaglance.million or ten mi1lion.
answer for this?

PAGE B

.Irm not sure whether it was one
Could you refer, have you an

There is such a desire within yourself to win the money
that you are referring to that you would be able to splitthe money in the middle and gj-ve it to the channel who is
talking now and who has helped you a g:reat dea1. We find
this most honorable to do sor or to even think this wdy,
but in time you will help out a great deal, but it will be
nothing compared to what you are thinking about at the
moment. The channel has also had thoughts that would be
along the same train of thought. From where we standr we
see money as an enemy of Truth. Money is only a tool. We
are working now to bring about the necessary fund.s to carry
out the mission that he is to carry out. You, my friend,
will have something to do with it. If any of you in here
should be, or carry, a lucky number, it would be because ofour interceding trhrough the channel to bring this about
because it would be our last resort to do this.
And, another question is:
in my spiritual growth?

Do you have any quidance for me

Let not the negativity that is now around you interfere with
your own growth. tet not the negativi-ty of the workplace
interfere as it has in the past. Although you might like totalk with others, and share with others, pick and choose
very careful, for they can turn against you and trample
you under their feet with their thought forces. Shareonly with those you feel are ready for it. Others do not
share them with the knowledge that you have.
Then there isn't too many that I can share the knowledge
with?
You will find more as time goes on.

I thank you, Spirit.
Do not be impatient.

Chief, I'd like some dj-rection on what I can do most eas-
i1y for my time of life and for the strength that f have.

You have not defaulted, my childr orr the work that you were
to do. So many of you are blind and cannot see what you
are doing in lif,e. Some of you feel that what you are doing
is not important at all to yourself and to others. You are
a catalystfor healing. fn your own way more than you would
ever knowr w€ use you as a catalyst. You are like the
beacon on the shore. We are the energy that creates the
liEht through you to help others. You did not know this.
No.

We are satisfied with what you are doing. You must be ex-
tremely careful with your legs because there is now a weakness
now in one leg that you must favor over the other. Do you
understand?
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Yes. May I ask about this cold?
for a month...a terrible mess.

PAGE 9

Ttrs been dragging on

It is not a cold as you would know it, but it is a combin-ation of three viruses that many of you in the group would
have had, some worse than oLhers. The channel had his boutas you put it, with the same type of virus. It will stay
and linger stiIl for a few of your days and then it willfade away. You need to get more rest than you have beengetting. Do you understand.
Yes, I do. Thank you very much.

Good evening, Chief.
Good evenlng, my son.

Irm sure you know that I've got lots of questions.
Therer s always one in every group.
Yeah, well I won't use up the energy. In thinking about
this, you have no timer w€ have time. And I suppose someof these questions might be answered in the book that wasbeing read tonight. But as your thoughts come into thisplane, how do they enter into this plane? And, is there aproblem with transfation. . . if your language is thought,
then is it like translating it into our languaqe, such asyou would translate a language on this plane?
You must remember, that the channel-...for example, the
entity that we are using at this momentr..we direct the
thought forces which activate the mind. of the memory bank
that is stored within the spirit of the body. Quite often
the interpretation of the message does not come out exactly
as we transmit it, simply because it is not recorded prop-
erly in the memory bank. Many cases we correct it, but many
cases the person that receives it interprets it in the proper
form because we help them do so... j-n other words, they un-
derstand it differently than it is being presented.
l4m hmm.

You are one of these that interpret it differently. Some-times you are way off track and then you ask questions ofthe channel when he's in his conscious state and you getyour answer.

That makes sense because this happened in the past. Do
you have any qui-dance for me now in general?
The timeframe that you are now in is a time that you might
term transitional. Because you are becoming quite restless
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(Cont'd) with yourself that your wheels of life are not
turning as fasL as they should. If you broke it down,
you would find that some of your wheels of life have
bumps in them. Therefore, You have to go s1ow, because
the faster you go, the more you would feel the bump. So
you are going rather slow so that you can pretend the bump
is not there. You just have to wait until you have been
able to register in the new energy field that you have been
entering. . .

Mm hmm.

...you have been told by us inthe past that you are moving
into a new energy field of seven years. If you would take
one of what you would call an album of mustic and look at
it through a magnifying g1ass, You would see grooves start-
ing on the outer edges, and eventually coming toward the
end on the inner edge r or near the center r or the hub of
the circle. Do you understand so far?
I4m hmm.

At the moment, you are in the first part of what you term
the groove. You cannot be midway in this energy field
because you have got to experience all of the other activ-
ity that is still ahead for you. So don't be as the chan-
nel would often term have itchy pants and want to move
faster than you can possiblY go.

Yes, I understand, what you are saying. So you're saying
that, more or less, I have things that f have to catch up
or, in the spiritual, mental, physical, the whole thing has
to become aligned before f am able to go on to the next
stage. I have to be in the proper energy.
You must understand, as you term it, the ABC!s. You have
already mastered the part of Awareness. You are in the
process of Balance, and then you will reach what you term
Control. If you look back over your 1ife, You have accom-
ptished a great deal in the last three years.
Yes.

This is only a beginning of what you will accomplish-
As has been said before, You have a tendency of spinning
your wheels. You can only go so fastr ds we will only
give you what you are capable of handling. At no time
do we ever give you or anybod.y else more than you can
handle, because it is wasted energy to do so. Why should
we repeat something? Because in our worId, it is perfect.
Some of you might think, and even the channel will tel1
you, and he often complaisn, that bi-ts and pieces are
given to him, and not the whole picture. He could
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(Change of tape to reverse)
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OK, go ahead.

If the mediums were not silenced 1600 years dgo, your
world would be further ahead than it is now. You wouldnt
be in this ignorance that you are in. You would not have
the crime on your earth plane. If you would realize that
mediumship was the way of Iife, it was the only way of
lifer, there were no hangups as you would call it. There
were many bridges that connected your physical world and
our world. These bridges were destroyed by what you call
orthodox religion, and all the theologians of the past,
the armies of priests, that marched through the cities
and the towns and villages in the 4th Century, 1itera1ly
killing, beheadirg, butchering, and the blood flowed like
rivers of those that did not accept that which they were
teaching. There is not one person within this room that
would understand the amount of people that drowned as
they tried to escape in boats of all descriptions to an
island r or to another land where they coul-d worship as
they pleased, while they tried to take their mediums
with them r or their oracles or prophets as you would know
it, in those days. The Mediterranean Sea was a sea of
blood with all of those that were killed and butchered and
thrown j-nto the sea to be eaten by the sharks. A11 of those
that had the gift of the spirit, al1 the mediums would find
themselves hiding in the mountains and caves, living in the
woods like animals. Being searched out by priests carry-
ing swords. Even to this moment you do not know the mean-
ing of the song that is often sung in the churches that
deals with marching' on; "Onward, Christian soldiers, march-
ing as to war, with the cross of Jesus, going on before."
Look at a sword, and you will find that the handle is made
like a cross. How many of these crosses went all the way
through the heart of innocent, beautiful people that you
know today as medj-ums? And, my son Paulr you were one of
them...butchered like an animal with the sword of a priest'
simply because you would not accept their teaching. It is
for that reason that you are here" Againr ds a disciple'
if you want to put it that wdy, of the medium that is now
being used.
We have watched each other. Have I watched other people
in this room being burned? I have felt that r had seen
somebody else die. I have been watching it..
In different lifetimes you were all followers of each
other. Many of you were burned at the stake different
lifetimes only to come right back again and continue the
work that you were supposed to do until such time that it
was forbidden to burn someone at the stake. The man that
is being used at this moment has been burned many times

CHIEF:
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(Contrd) at the stake, beheaded, assassinated, drowned,
and, as you want to put it another wdy, crucified, simply
because of having the gift of the spirit. It is becauseof that...those remembrances of last 1ives...that has
caused him to hold back in the present 1ife. For in
his early stages of Iife, this life, he was taken over
and used as a channel, just as you have witnessed in the
last few days, but because of the ignorance of his own
family, his mother did not know what was going on, and his
father thought that he was possessed by what you term the
d,evil. Because of the gifts of the spirit, it created a
1ot of problems within the structure of the family, and
therefore we have had to work patiently with him to bring
him to the point of where he is today. You will see many
changes around him as you go onward in the next few of
your earth months. The changes will take place because
of additional proof that he has needed to push him forward.
We have spoken to him a1l of hi-s life and yet the impact
of what we have said has not always registered as it will
be registering in this your year of 1986.

Chief, could I ask a question?
Yes, you may.

About all this. You bring up this question that I have:
Shou1d we be focusing our attention on us as a groupr on
the church. We are inevitably going to be, but in many
cases we are going to be in the media..or there are going
to be situations where we are going to have a choice one
way or the other r ot somebody will see something that the
channel has..could you give us some guidance on this?
We are guiding the channel to take care of these changes
as they come. Several of the group, such as little
Florence, has some visj-ons in symbolic form. We have
guided her to go for guidance to the channel, and there-
forer w€ have gi-ven a definition of the symbols to her.
We would expect all the rest of you, too, because you
must remember that we, as a whole, can give you the symbols
or the experiences simply because you are part of the team
working together with the channel. Therefore, w€ ask you
rather than to go to each other, to go back to the source'
to the channel, so we can give you proper guidance' so that
you can have a d.efinition, because it is through the chan-
nel that we bring this about in the first place. You are
all linked up with the channel simply because he is the
teacher for youi we are the teacher for him. Do you under-
stand?

PAUL, & OTHERS: Yes.
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JOE: spirit, do you have a message or guidance for ourteacher at this time?

...Out of trance.


